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The articles in this book present advanced soft methods related to genetic and evolutionary algorithms, immune systems, formulation of deterministic neural networks and Bayesian NN. Many attention is paid to hybrid systems for inverse analysis fusing soft methods and the finite element method. Numerical efficiency of these soft methods is illustrated on the analysis and design of complex engineering structures.
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Microelectronics Circuit Analysis and DesignMcGraw-Hill, 2009


	Microelectronics: Circuit Analysis and Design is intended as a core text in electronics

	for undergraduate electrical and computer engineering students. The purpose of

	the fourth edition of the book is to continue to provide a foundation for analyzing and

	designing both analog and digital electronic circuits. A goal is to make this...
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Beginning Game AI with Unity: Programming Artificial Intelligence with C#Apress, 2020

	Among all the technologies that have been flourishing in the

	last decade, there is one that is becoming essential for our

	society and it’s enhancing all the other tech fields as well as

	every aspect of our life: Artificial Intelligence (AI). From

	navigation systems to smart cars and from virtual assistants to

	augmented...
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Professional Java EE Design PatternsWrox Press, 2015

	Master Java EE design pattern implementation to improve yourdesign skills and your application’s architecture


	Professional Java EE Design Patterns is the perfectcompanion for anyone who wants to work more effectively with JavaEE, and the only resource that covers both the theory andapplication of design patterns...
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Human Antibody Therapeutics For Viral Disease (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2007

	Although the utility of human antibodies as medical therapeutics for cancer and immune diseases has been well-established, it is only beginning to be realized for the treatment of viral infectious diseases. Polyclonal immunoglobulins have long been used for some viral diseases, but they have limited potency and disease scope. Only a single...
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Who's in the Room: How Great Leaders Structure and Manage the Teams Around ThemJossey-Bass, 2012

	Is your company run by a team with no name?


	At the top of every organization chart lies a myth—that a Senior Management Team makes a company's critical decisions. The reality is that critical decisions are typically made by the boss and a small group of confidants—a "team with no name"—outside...
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PCM-Based Building Envelope Systems: Innovative Energy Solutions for Passive Design (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2020

	
		PCM Enhanced Building Envelopes presents the latest research in the field of thermal energy storage technologies that can be applied to solar heating and cooling with the aim of shifting and reducing building energy demand. It discusses both practical and technical issues, as well as the advantages of using common phase change...
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